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PREFACE 1.

The program outlined in this report was prepared at a

Multidisciplinary Workshop held under ONR-ARPA sponsorship

at the Colorado School of Mines, February 14-16, 1972.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the assistance given to the

workshop by the staff of the Department of Geophysics at .•

the School of Mines. Special thanks are due to Dr. George

Keller for arranging for the workshop to be held at the

School of Mines.
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I. INTIRODUCTION

A. General

The objective of t!,,- multidisciplinary workshop was

Sto define a program of measurement which would result in

- a definite answer to the question of whether an electro-

magnetic wave guide exists at some depth within the lower

crust.-

The multidisciplinary workshop was preceded by an

electromagnetic group meeting at which the electromagnetic

field measurements, the wave guide requirements and

the need for laboratory experiments were discussed.

At this electromagnetic working group meeting a program

for the electromagnetic measurements was prepared. This

program consisted in essence of:

(a) Reconrnaissdzinu wseas ar-cn.tr.t at a number of

sites selected on the basis of high surface

resistivity during the summer of 1972.

(b) A program of detailed study of at least the

two selected sites during the summer cf 1973.

(c) An assessment during December, 1973 of the

results of the programs.
4

On the basis of the assessment in (c) a decision must be
madc whether the next sta.p ought to be (i) the drilling of

deep holes in the most favorable area together with an

extension of the program of detailed studies to the other

areas in which a crustal •.v,. guide appears possible, or

(2) the driiling of ar intermediate depth hole (0-15,000 feet

depti, cost $3 to 4 million) and ulectromagnetic measurcmyents

using sensors in this hole or (3) an extension of the pro-

1
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gram of detailed stutdics before the deep holes (cost $1C

to 15 million per hole) are drilled, or (4) that the pros-

pacts of communication through the lower crust arc so remote

that it was not worthwhile to pursue the program any further.

The rationale of the electromagnetic program and of

the wave guide possibilities. have been given in full in

the report by the electromagnetic working group. lowever,

it is necessary for the understanding or the Latiuh, f

the multidisciplinary program proposed here to review

briefly the possibilities of a w ave guide.

Theoretical studies of the possibility of the

existence of a wave guide have been reported by Wait (1971).

In summary a wave guide with a resistivity of 16 obha m

offers a reasonable chance of communication over distinces

of the order oi 1000 km. Foi a resistivity of 107 ohm m

over a thickness of 10 km the prospect of developing

communication through a 'crustal wave guide is good.

Estimates of the iesistivity of the lower crust may

be made in terms of either laboratory measured resistivities

on the kind of material expected in the lower crust and es-

timated temperatures in that region or in terms of the

r,?sistivities inferred from electromagnetic measurements in

the field.

SThe outlook for the wave guide is more favorable fxom

the laboratory resistivity-temperature point of view than from

the electromagnetic zneosuremcnts in the field. The former

will be discussed first..

S. . . . ..n . . .. . . .I- -_ -•" -• -.••~• • •'''
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Birch and his colleagues (Blackwell,1971) have shown

that itn several different regions of the United States the

heat flow at the surface of the Earth is linearly related to

the heat production) by radioactivc material in the surface

samplce. It is then possible to estimate the htat flow

from below the radioactive layer and thus the temperature

gradient in the lower crust. On this basis the temper:tureS

at depths of 30 km in the Eastern United States are es-

tima.-ed by Blackwull to be less than 500 0 C. Laboratory

measuremronts of the resistivity of natural rocks are great.y

affected by the presenoo of water filled microLracks (Brace,

1971). Braee's resistiVity depth profiles based upon the

laboratory resistivity ireasurements on samples of igneous

and metamorphic rocks suggest that the resistivity does not

reach the required level of 1 0 6 ohm m anywhere in the crust.

However, when Blackwell's temperature estimates are combined with

thc Brace summary values (Figure 3 of Brace, 1971) of the

electrical resistivity of dry silicate rocks, it appears

that 106 ohm m is indeed possible. Thus the question of

whether resistivities perwitting wavy guide propagation

occur in the lower crust depends on whether there are

water or water vapor filled cracks in the material of the

lower crust. Muasuremn:nts of the P and S velocity in t.ie

lower crust show ratios of greater than 1.70 corresporres-

ponding "o Poi n'w ".t. 0ctwua: e.234 and 0.260. The
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Poisson's ratio is thurefore not as high ar; would be

expected if there wore watcL" hIiled cracks in the lower

crust. (Nur and Xmui-ons, 1909 and personal cor mliunication,

1972).

in the report of the laboratory uxpcri,,ents grouP

given ill SQction Ill it i., pointed. out tIhat pyroxcne

granulite hodie. occur at th. Earth':; surface. If these

pyroecnu gi.J'iit! b'_heu hai buu.i orr2d ill an environment

ii which free water was present, the hydrous silicate,

amphibole, ur p':rh apz a jil ca Would have bceIn formed in-

staua.I of pyroxenu. Thu-; the occurrence of pyroxene in

these bodies wakes it clear that at sorie time in the past

d.ry conditionis existed in tile. lower crust.. A somewhat

occuirence of pyroxule bearing Yabbros at the surface o0

the E':arth.

The occurrence of pyroxene beariuQ rocks at the sur-

face, rocks which were clearly crystallized, or metai'iorphose3

at depth, suggests that, in the geclogical past water free

condi tions .xisted ill the lower crust in many regions. It

is probable that similar conditions exi.s;t today in some

parts of the Earth. Thus there i6 CjkU.se i.or optimism that 1hu

resistivity of 5 x 10 0hT, estinlated from the laboratory re-

si.s;tivi Ly nt.asLlr1.mlt.s su:,arized by Br:ace' 1971 (sue

Fi'jur,." 3) and the tcL:trp .,tULuj; c tm,: tJ!d by Bldhokwe] I doe:;

occur oVer r:uasunably extensive region:. ef the lower crust.

_ 4 k2) - 2( -)
(w) Prisson s rat;=

where k V VP/S



III uontrast 310M.,ol ti Ow le%'i•Livitius so far ilierlcd"

f rol the ClcC~trollZ:.nOt ic fit I1 ,11ewu.it, nt:7 hos c UL ,.d If.)o t

ohm m and most have been from five tc ten tilif's lower. 'fhc

multids.!,:jplinar-y working group wu,+ infoimud by the Chair-

man el tVh, Mluctromag;I'Aic wuiting group that the inierred.

resistivities wu-e prubably too low tor three reason:;

3.) that all ,.t or'L ill tOlt fiUld ieesuruienLs tend

to result in llw u:;ti,.Itd TcSiltivJ.tWs

(2) tOv t. the rc'.;Itivitics infetrred wci. Vcra_

resistivities oVur some iodel avCraging lenijth and

tliat model calculatior, had -:hown that the tu-ak
resistivitics; might be h:iher by froz .cn;. IacLoi

betwcecn 30 and 300.

-3) that mea:-'.r,;menti: --ad nt so far bee:n nvw.e

in a regi.o.i in ., " rface resisLivity w- :

sufficioi.tly hi.41 ful ,tisiactory estimatio:. of

the rcz; u! jiit I,j: d.

Furthermore, the rcasuzrcmnL53 which are critiedl in respect.

to the maximum resistivity ijnforrk.d are those at grieat dis-

tancut; for the loniglinc resinti.vity mcasurcmunts and at long

periods in thŽ case of other muthods. Thus they arc the

measurcinents made when the limits of the observationail tch-.

niques are being ,:pproachcd.

2t " •. .f L. -!'.;t'.tC?• J (( ~.*~ )

.7



•u~zr'ded optj.:ni., t~hat f'or c~e.ccor"..zej ;Irc waoe propagation

a . -. , . mi.gnt !Xist. maj3r tiz, t of ,th.

p'o,tr.-rms i'ecor,,iended iil the 'n•dt id i z'p iznary yroup fo r

the fil'rct •'.. aJ !I a 1 0 he r'cram is directcd to-ward-

those Micasure,:•t, .jts i wch wil.l deter.ine whzether thatl

oprinr " ',m is wC ..7 fvz.',:dcd.

B. Programs for years 1972-1973.

In section III on theoretical studies additional

theoretical work directed towArds the problem of excitation

of the.e crustal wave guide and the effect of irregularities

.n the wave guide on the efficiency of the guide is recom-

mended:. It is obvious'" iportant that calculations should

be made to -fi.d whether . :fficiencies in excitation, or

attenuationc due to irregularities within the wave guide or

on its boundaries, are such that even higher rusistivities

than LOC ohpi !Ai. areu ecessary for practicable communication

through the wav- guide.

In section IV on labo:-atory studies the emphasis is on

the selection of natural rock specimens free from microcracks

and careful laboratory determination of the effect of pres-

sure and temperature on the electrical resistivity, Cdielectric

constant, velocity and attenuatiun. In addition it is re-

Uonwicrided that studies directed at the determination of the

naturc of tne rocks occurring in the lower crust should be

made int favorable areas.
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It is proposed in Section V (Seismological Studies) that

existing seismic data on the crust should be analyzed to

determine whý,'h areas are most favorable for the experiments

proposed by the electromagnetic working group.

The program proposed by the electromagnetic working

group consisted of reconnaissance measurements in the summer

of 197N followed by selection of at least two sites for

detailed study in 1.973. There are certain multidisplinary

studies whi.ch must be coordinated with this program, The I
first of these (described in section VB2) are ,hort (about

15 k.n) seismic refraction studies to determine the depth to

which cracks are open in the near surface layers. The.:J

studies zhould, if possible, be carried out during the 1972

reconnaissance program because they are extremely relevant

to the selection c.f the site for detailed examination. It

is important also that during the summei of 1973 holes should

bedrilled and heat flow studies made at three or more holes

in each of the areas selected for detailed study in that

summer. Other geophysical studies such as gravity and mag-

netW measurements are also recommended for the detailed

study sites.

4i
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It is apparent from the discussion in section IA

that the question of how high the resistivities in the

lower crust are depends in high degree on whether free water

j is present in the rocks of this region or not. The laboratory

studies group report (Section IV) suggests very strongly

that there are regions of the lower crust which were dry at

some time in geological history and proposes studies directed

towards the prediction of regions in which these conditions

nxisted. It is, however, extremely important that those

surface measurements which bear upon the question of how

water free thle rocks of the lower crust are today should be

made. It arpears that the most significant indicators of

water free conditions are the ratio of the P velocity to

the S velocity or Poisson's ratio, and the attenuation.

Laboratory studies cf the sensitivity of Poisson's ratio,

attenuation of P and S waves.and electrical resistivity, to

th2 presence of relatively small amounts of free water

have already been recoumnended. The logical complement of

thescý measureitients is a series of fi •ld measurements of the

ratio of the P and S velocities, and the P and S wave attenua-

tions in the lower crust. Relatively meagre information on

* the S velocities in the lower crust is available because S

waves are poorly generated in the explosions in water cr in

the dri.ll holes ordinarily used for cruzt-l refraction studies.

Suitable sources for S waves are quarry blasts and small

or microearthquakes. Comparatively little work using such
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sources has been done because exploitation of these sources

is dependent on the use of digital techniques fo:.. positive

identification of the S phase. The facilities for this

identification have only recently become available to the

university groups engaged in crustal research. The time has

now come for S velocity and attenuation studies to be made

in several regions.

The studies using quarry blasts are however limited -

to those regions in which large open pit mining opurations

are carried out. The regions seluctud by the loectromaigtietic

group and/or the field site selection LqrouI, maldy nut havu

suitable mining opc.:ations. Thus it It% riJcuiwitlrinkk t0,1t a

program b-seo upon the use of a muchaiical vibhrLtur S wave

sour,.e should be developed especially for unc in the poten-

tially favorable sites. The source %ýzld havo wide application

in the continued explorotion program.

In the lonig term seismic methods offer the most promise

for establishing the continuity of horizons over wide areas.

A modest reflection refraction program is proposed for the

1972-1973 progrvn (see Section V-D).

The low attenuation of relatively high frequency ii
seismic waves in the oceanic crust and mantle suggests that hiJ

conditions in the ocean upper mantle (to depths of 20 km) are

favorable for an oceanic wave guide. A projrar of seismic ,

refraction in association with gravity and magnetic measure- 11

ments is therefore recommended in Section V-C. =
I ,

-. -- -
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It is also recommended t-hat pilot studies such as

those to be made in the intermediate and deep holes should

be made in the Vicinity of one or more existing holes in base-

ment rocks. These studies should include studies of the

change of heat productivity with depth, in situ measurement

of the electrical resistivity, and seismic measurements de-

signed to determine the rate of change of velocity and

attenuation with depth.

Finally it should be nioted that the tenor of the report

from the electromagnetic working group is extremely optimistic

that electrical methods are capable of determining whether

resistivities of sufficiently high order to permit communica-

tion through a crustal wave guide exist in the areas which

they regard as particularly favorable for the application of

these techni-ques, e.g., sites with very thin low resistivity

cover. The group is much less optimistic about the prospects

of determining resistivities precisely in regions which are

less favorable from the point of view of near surface con-

ditions. Some part of the information which is requir-ad

for the prediction of lower crustal properties in regions not

suitable for the electromagnetic studies will come from the

seismic programc described in Section V. However, it is

regarded as important that petrologic and geological informa-

tion Should be assembled which will serve as a further con-

straint upon the resistivities to be expected at depth.

Such studies are desuribed in sections IV and VI. These

studies should be initiated during the initial program period

1 Juil 1972 to 31 December 1973 even if full support waay not

be available until a favorable site has been found.
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C. Continuation of the program beyond 1973

-. The proposed program is geared towards reaching a decision

point between eighteen and twenty-four months after the

program begins. At that time there will be four options

as described in section IA. If the outlook for the wave

guide is favorable continuation of the project will. iwvolve

three further programs which may be taken in parallel or

serially. These are:

1. Studies directed at determining whether equally

favcrable sites exist elsewhere and how con-

tinuous the wave guide is between such sites.

2. The drilling of an intermediate depth hole

(10-15,000 feet) , elecLroritagnetic expcrimcnts-

usiny sensors in the hole and other field

experiments such as those described in

Section VI E.

3. The drilling of threu deep holes and experiments

in the excitation and detection of signals from

these holes.

The decision whether to proceed in p;-rallel or serially with

1, 2 and 3 will depend in some degree oh what has been learned

from the 1972-1973 progyram. However, the main features of

the programs to be followed are broadly speaking independent

of whether they are being carried out in parallel or serially.

t D. The continued exploration program

The electromagnctic working group considers that

applications of state of the art techniques, or minor

p

-t-
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miodifications thereof, at sites at which thc surface conduc-

tance iu low will permit discrimination between resistivities of

105 and 106 ohm m. The group considers, however, that in

Prder to discriminate between possible resistivities of 106

and 107 ohm m it will be necessary to make another series

of electromagnetic measurements in which the sensors are

emplaced in an intermediate depth hole, say 10-15,000 feet.

If this hole is drilled the multidisciplinary group re-

commends that measurements such as those described in section

VI E should be made in the hole. The cost of these measure-

ments (other than the electromagnetic measucements) will be

of the order of $100,000.

Another part of this program will be concerned with de-

tailed studies at other sites similar to those proposed by the

electromagnetic working group and in this report for the

1972-1973 program. It can be invisaged that the scale of

this part of the continuatior program should be at about

twice the level of that tarried out during 1972-1973, i.e.,

this part of the continuation program will cost about $2 x 106

per year. The techniques and procedures would be those used in

1972-1973 except insofar as these have been modified or improved

as a result of the 1972-1973 experience.

The third part of the continuation program will be

concerned with the extension of the inferences made at the

successful site to other areas in which electromagnetic
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methods may not be effective because of low resistivity sur-

face cover. The essential features of the program are:

(a) the characterization of the potentially favor-

able site by means of detailed seismic and othe.i geophysical

and geological studies described in section V and elsewhere

*-in the report,

.. .. () similar studies at other possible sites and

comparison of the results, and

(c) less detailed profile type observations to deter-

mine how exten.0.ive areally the conditions at the successful

site are andi whethElr the potentially favorable sites are

interconnected.

(d) heat flow measurements as a basis for rea-

-oz&ably d•rUuLdL( estimates of lower crusta). temperatures.

(e) geological and petrologic studies which may

be used with tha heat flow measurements for estimates of

the resistivities in the lower crust. These studies should

include the regions in which communication may not be

possible.

Costs foz the seiric prograns are given in Section V

for each site. The scale of the overall program shouid be

of the ordur uf $2 to 4 x 10p6 pt: ydr.e

E. The deep hole program.

The only satisfactory proof of the existence of the

crustal wave guide will be successful excitation of a signal

L ... ... ...... .... .... ... ....................- - --........-...- ~--..........
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in one hole and reception of that signal at another. In fact

-because of the need to separate the effects of excitation

and propagation it is necessary that three holes should be

drilled. The depths to which the holes should be drilled is

dependent upon the outcome of the theoretical studies des-

cribed in section II. -For the present it can be estimated at

5-10 km,. the upper limit being determined in part by the

t greatest depth so far achieved in a deep bole. The cost of

drilling deep holes in basement rocks is shown in Table 1.

These estimates are based upon current practice and on the

asswumption that the sites are reasonably accessible.

TABLE I

Estimated Drilling Costs

(in millions)

Footage Days Cost Cost
Depth . Drilling North Canada Wisconsin

10,000 200 2.2 1.8

15,000 360 3.9 3.2

20,000 610 6.6 5.4

25,000 940 10.3 8.3

The cost of the engineering to be done in the holes

lies outside the scope of this report, but will probably be

less than 20% of the cost of the holes. Similarly the cost

of the scientific measurements like those suggested for the

pilot, project described in Section VI will be of the order

of $2 x 106 for each group of three holes.

[
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"F. Field site selection

Many factors must be considered in order to select

the best site for ficl( measurement of electrical properties. J

Several geological factors are important. Aerial photo

interpretation and reconnaissance geological mapping will he

needed for each prospective site. In this study it will be

important to undertake the following: (1) petrologic study

of the rocks in order to adequately describe them; (2) speci-

fic petrologic study of microcracks to compare them with

laboratory ."udies of microcracks in an attempt to determine

how abundant microcracks are and how they formed; (3) obser-

vation of faults or shear zones which might provide access

of water to intermediate levels; (4) observation of areas of

abundant graphite, sulfides, or iron oxides which would

produce low surface resistivities. We RECOMMEND that a site

selection team be established with this approximate repre-

sentation:

1 ficld man - electrical measurements

I field seismologist

1 laboratory physical properties man

1 field geologist/petrologist

2 additional members.

It was suggested that this team consist initially uf George

Keller, Robert Meyer, Gene Simmons, Michael Holdaway, Ted

Madden and Anton Hales.

It was .recomnended btrongly that it should be given

funds of $30 - 50,000 at the earliest possible date so that

- |-., .- - . - . . .
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some studies of the sites recommended for the summer of

1972 can be made before the field programs begun.

G. Management of the program

The program described in ti.s report differs from many

other scientific programs in that it is planneO uo reach a

decision point within a fixed period of time. Yet it is

a minimal cost program dnd does not provi&_ tor much dupli-

cation of activity, or redundancy of observation material.

In consequence it is essential for the success of the pro-

gram that all projects should proceed in accordance with

the schedule. For this reason careful consideration must be

given to the management of the program to ensure that all

the essential informatioa is in hand when the decision point

is reached.

The multidisciplinary group supports the recommendation

of the electromagnetic working group that a Project Manager

be appointed at an carly stage. It recommends furthermore

that an Assistant Project Manager be appointed and that one

of the managers should be knowledgeable in the field of

electromagnetic measurements, the other in seismology. The

multidisciplinary group recomnmen,_. also that fundi,,g should

be provided for two day meetings of the principal investiga-

tors at two monthly intervals. At thesu meetings progress

would be reviewed and diffcrenco's in interpretation of data

explored. It is expected that this procedure will be effective

in providing the setting for clear cut decision making when

the decision point is reached.
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Details of the operation of the Project Manage-

Aeient team should be established in discussion with the ONRf

program ,i-onitor, Mr. J. G. Rleacock. .1

I1. Budget summary

Thp pr-nram in this reporL was written in the ex-

pectation that it would begin by July 1, 1972 and that the

decision point would be reached by the end of Deccmbcr, 1973.

The schedule of operations for the 1972-1973 program

is written on this basis. It should be noted that the

program requires two summers of field work and that the

%.hcision point will not. be reached until four months .

after the conclusion of the field work of thu, secon~d

smumer. Thus if thu start of the prograo, is delayed ••

beyond July 1, 1972 it will be noccssary to make changes

in the schedule of operations given in Section 11.

'1
.!

IF ill I[ " -
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A. BUDGET SUPMARY

July 1972 - December 1973

Management Costs $ 280,000

Site Se.lection 50,000

Theoretical Studies 95,000

Laboratory Studies

1. Microcracks and crackfree rocks 300,000

2. Electrical properties, velocities,

attenuation and dielectric constant 275,000

3. Geological modeling 108,000
A

Electiomagnetic Studi(.cL* A

1. AirLorne elect':'omagnetic measurements 100,000

2. Ground based surveys 725,000

3. I':I,.' •ýxverivrn.-ts in occan 75,000

Seismological Studies

1. Existing data 50,000

2. Short refraction lines (P) 75,000

3. S studies (quarry blasts) 165,000

4. S studies OVibrator source-short range) 100,000

5. S studies (Vibrator source-long range) 340,000

6. Flicroearthquak. studicE an.d seismicity 30,000

7. Preparation and reconnaissance activities 26,000

A 8. Rcfluction and refraction tudies 150,000

9. Studies at sc.- 303,000

Othor studivs -

1. Gr•.vity and magnetics . 45,000

* ji7;,;;;': Ir(. *li2 .1 tie '.:: ,Iu po t of thc

G.-o+-

-i
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Budget Summary continued....

2. Heat flow 145,000

3. J ' o hole140,000

Total
$3,574,000

SI
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C. Budqet Forecast: Continuing Program

* I. Intermediate depth hole $4,000,000

Associated electromagnetic and other

measurements 300,000

-11. Detailed studies at other sites

(repeating the 1972-1973 program

at other sites: includes electro-

magnetic measurements) 2,000,000

III. Characterization of sites shown by elec-

tromagnetic methods to be favorable

using seismic and other geophysical

methods (for twc year program) 1,000,000

IV. Seismic and other ge.ophysical studies at

possible siteP for which electro-

magnetic measurements are not suit-

able (includes heat flow measure-

ments)

Continuity studies

For two year program 3,000,000

V. Deep hole program (3 holes) 30,0b3,000

Lngineering studies 6,010,00

Continuation of IV pcr year 1,500,000

These estimates are subject to revision in the light of the

experience gai.ned in the 1972-1973 program.
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TI TIEORETICAL STUDIES AND ENGINLERING DESIGN APPROACH

The most important engineering factor that has not

been considered in previous studies is how to achieve a

given current moment on the transritting dipole.

The earlier work has concentrated upon the propagation, but

the total transmission loss of the system cannot be estimated

-until the excitation problem is solved. This will re-

quire analysis of i-sulated and uninsuiated antennas

located in deep bore holes. Anticipating that a long

insuldted antenna will be preferred we need to solve 'the

boundary value problem of a coaxial (conductor-insulator

without shield) cable excited at the upper end by a local-

ized source. This solution will permit a full engineering

analysis of the various factors such as length of antenna,

insulation thickness, method of termination in medium

and operating frequency.

Anr :.mportant question that needs answering is:

what is the. effect of the drill hole fluid on the ef-

fective moment of the antenna? Does a thicker insulation

improve the coupling into the medium when we have

to worry about drill hole fluid?

A closely related problem to consider is the optimum

type of radiating antenna from the standpoint of minimizing

the upper-over-a,- -down mode of propagation. For example,

for a thin crustal covering layer, it may well bu that

the preferred path of propagation is via the surface of
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the earth in a ground wave or ionospheric wave mode. By

suitable phasing of the elements in the transmitting and

receiving antennas we could discrimi3,ate againsL tiLe up-

. -. "over-and-down mechan:ism. This could be an important step

in our experimental feasibility studies of the earth-_-j

S- .. crust waveguide. '0

Finally, some attention should be paid to the great -•

variety of possibilities for the rF.ceiving antenna. For

S :it may be located on the sea floor, in which

case transmission takes place vertically through the sudi-

merts. In such a case how much additional attenuation can

be tolerated given the expected level of the atmospheric
r radio noise at the sea surface.

The the,)retical studies of a laycred earth in which

the transitions between layers are sharp have so far shown

that the crust must have a zone five to ten kilometers

-6* thick with a conductivity of less than 10 ohm m in order

that ranges of several hundreds of kilometers can be

achieved. In order that ranges of several thousand kilometers

should be possible the conductivity must be lower than 10- 7

ohm m. The studies have also shown that the presence of

irregularities in the cross section of the channel or of

transitional boundaries at the top and bottom of the channel

reduce the transmission ranqes.
Extension of the study of the propagation paraiteters

in a non-uniformly stratified earth-crust wave guide is

ia recommended. In particular the effects of di.sontpnuitie-

Sin the guiding structure should be consilered so that
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estimates of the eneLgy lost due to various types of change

i---in the cross-section of tha dielectric wave-guide channel

can be made. Random roughness in the wave guide boundaries

... should also be considered. These studies should incorporate

any new information on the geometry of the low-conductivity

channel in the crust obtained in the electromagnetic field

measurements programs. However, precise definition of the

nature of the transitions between layers is clearly beyond

the scope of the electromagnetic methods. Ther2fore the

theoretical stu.dies should include a wide range of models

based upon heat flow and petrological models and the labora-

i tory studies of the variation of conductivity. and dielectric

constant wiLh Lemperaturc and pressure.H
Estimated cost, 1972-1973 $95,000

I

GENERAL REFEREN<CES

Chap. 6. Waveguide Propagation, AGU .,on. 14, 1971, and H. P.

Spies and J. !J. Wait, C-NR Technical Reports,

Nos. 1 and 2, 1971
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A. Introduction

Noasurcmcit. of thc phys~ical properties of rocks unider

the controlled conditions of the laboratory has produced a

set of data that is useful in thc interpretation of field

data gathered on t1hc r~zarth. ror exaniplu, consider the elastic

prop I rties. The effect of pressure on the elastic propertics

-has been studied ex-tensively by Hlughes and colleagues and by

Birch and hi~s students in the United States and by Volarovich,

Bayuk, and several others in the Soviet Union. These Ienral

features arc nov well-known: velocity' increases writh pre--sure

but decreases with tempera ture, and the c~ffct of composition

.n be largely accounted for by a linear rtlation b.tween ye-

locity, density, and mean atomic weight (known as Birch's law)

but with s everal important, exceptions. Undoubtedly though,

much reinains xio be learned, For examtple, only recently have

tbhe effects of fluid saturation in low poroo;ity rocks (n < .01)

on the elastic properties been recognized. Suroly other sur-

prises await us.

Similar observations on laboratory heasurements of such

other physical nrophe-rtihs as elcticam l conductivity, thermal

conductivity, dieffectroc constant, and so on, can be mader.

The study of physical piluhrties o.n rocll; and minerbi"s

is Scientifically intsrstintq in its own rihnd. Yot tVola r ;icj-

nificatrecc. of such studios is far beoadcr becasue of thp ues

bu ecese it emeatran heefetofcmpstin:
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of such data in the interpretation of field results. TI,

7 _ -relation s found in the laboratory have served as constraints

on the models o1 the crust ot the Earth. Indeed, data that

-can be readily obtained today in the labaratory can lead

"t to improved models of the electrical properties Of the crust.

How? By proiding (1) a relation between seismically deter-

mined velocities and the electrica-l properties of the Earth,

(2) a better understanding of the geochemical aspects of

equilibrium cnditions for hydration reactions, (3) an accurate

understanding of the details of microcracks, and (4) recog-

nition of the most appropriate rock typos for dry or crack

free conditions on the basis of geological-geochemical studies.

The presence of water saturated microcracks in laboratory-

sized samples dominates the electrical resistivity of the sam-

ples. Whether such saturated microcracks exist in all major

rock types in site is still undetermined. But several inde-

pendent lines of evidence suggest cause for optimism that

high resistivity zones can exist in the crust: (1) Several

large areas of rock, the pyroxene granulites for example,

now exist at the surface of the earth that when buried in

the Earth's crust in the geological past would h'vu had

mineral assemblages such that no free water could have leon

present in those rock masses. Furthermore, there is a high

probability that the rocks r:ow buried below these rnas.•es

are still devoid of free water and have high reslstivities.

(2) Certain rocks, even when s~udied in the laboratory,
f

are e:;sentially free from micr'ocraick~s. Examples
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include diabase, some durnites, and even a particular granite

* .-.. (thc r Ck-typC that mCost commcnl• coaL~iz..•; t•,.%,ocracksr).

(3) The presence of high resistivity layers in the crust

would probably not have been detected with most of the previ-

ous field measurements. The high conductivity of surface

loycrs in the loctionj studicd previously would have masked I
the presence! of high resistivity zones below them.

The goals of laboratory studies on rocks in connection

with the possibility of hardened su'surface communications

are these:

(1) To specify the rock types r.ost likely to ha.'e high

resistivitics in the Earth's crust,

(2) To specify the geographical areas that arc most

likely suitable for field experimentation.

(3) To determine if certain seismic parameters will be

able to distinguish betwueen the presence or

absciic'- of minute amounts of free water in a rock.

In the remainder of thiis section of the report, we discuzs

the specifics of how to attain these goals. The major contri-

butions of this group to the solution of the present problem

will be in the areas of (a) selecting .those sites most likely

to yield positive results, (b) estirating properties of rock

in situ on the basis of careful laboratory studies and (c)

determining preci.;cly the valuus of croperties of rock in situ

by using laboratcry methods in borcholes.

S.. .... ... I .... -• -- ' , " I' T -• , ... •-- ' .. . .. I
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B. The Studies

Several different: laboratory studies are urgently needed.

In this section, .we describc the. specific requirements for

thum. We do not describe the %-ny in whi ch they should be

done, howe-ar, because i,' most instances, either the techniques

are in .tandard use in our laboraL-rics at present or only

minor extensions of existing techniques are needed. No major

advances in techniques or cquipmcnt -.re required to fill the

reui remeIts of tile prepe'scd ,pro-ram.

1. Study .:f r,',icro-c-acks in rocks

The variation with pressure - and hence the variation

with depth -of several physical properties of rocks is dominated

by the presence of microcracks. The electrical resistivity of

crack-filled granites changqs by several orders of margnitude

when the pressure changcs from, atniospheric to several kilobars,

if the cracks are filled with an ,l.-ctzolyte and the pore

pressure is kept at 1 bar.

Electron microscopc techniques for studying microcracks

in rocks e(xist, We recon-nond that they be used to learn when

and under what conditions the cracks are generated in parti-

cular types of rocks. The goal of such studies is to develop

the knowledge necded I-o predict. ruliably the location within

the Earth's cru. t of bodies of reel: that are crack-free.

The mechanical com:netrncc of a rock wtay involve its

mineral assemblage and giain size distribution as well as
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the mechanical and thermal history of the ro~k. Thus the

search for crack-frec rocks should include a study of the con-

"-ditions that optimise the creation of such rocks.

) The electrical properties are very sensitive to the micro-

F crack structure and it is not really known yet how resistive

very competent rocks will be. Accordingly a search shuuld

be made in the laboratory for truly crack-tree rocks, and a

study of the electrical properties of these rocks should be

made in order to set upper bounds on the resistivities to be

expected in various regions of the crust.

S~t.

2. Correlation of physical properties with resistiviLy

"The correlation of certain properties with electrical

resistivity is desirable. Because of the inherent difficulty

of ditecting highly resistive zones in the Earth beneath con-

ductive zonu, by electrical techniques, certain indirect

methods beccmz attractive. Existing laboratory data has

clearly demoantrated that microcrncks decrease significantly

the shear wave velocities, but that P wave velocities are

greatly affected £l if the crac.l.!s are dr\y. Thus low P and

Slow S velocities imply that a rock contains microcracks

but no liqui.d. For such rocks the resistivity could be very

high. The lunar rocks are yood examples: both P and S

vclociticr; arc equal to, or less thaau, half the intrinsic

valucs and the resistivities excecd 10l1 ohm-mcters. On the

I -4
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otlcr hand, if only the S velocity is anomalously low, then

A cracks filled with fluid are prcsent and the resistivity will

"be low. Thus anomalous P, IS velocity ratios can be taken ris

an indication of fluid filled cr.acks. Since the resistivity

problem concerns finding crustal areas with virtually no freen

water present, one mu;t determine just how small a fluid con-

tent can be detected with seismic techniques.

As another example, a few existing laboratory data

suggest that Q may depend inversely on the amount of water

present in cracks in any given rock. Very small amounts

of fluid may havc pronounc-2d effects on the mechanical Q

of rock samples. Iow.'ever, we need to study these effects at

the end of the scz,.e of vanishing flui-I content. The Q

studies to date have not been done under realistic pressure

conditions. We suggest that certain laboratory studies on Q

and the correlation with electrical propelcrties ma' contribute

toward solution of the problem of finding resistive zones in

thv crust.
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3. M•aI;ur;'u n t of e.,, Lrica l :;rope r e -, of rocks 4it cru ;til

L(!In~rt Lu tL!s-

When high resistivity crustal :cnes are found, then the

condition-; at thce botton: of the .:'c ,ide become importart..

Our state of knc::edge of the eec.trical properties of rock and

minerals at crustal te.-,exiatures (3'".--O 00) is still poor.

existini data are not consistent an- there iS very little

knowledge concerning the mechanis;nn !of conduct ion. We reco:::-

mend therefore that the eleuctrica± .•rcnerties of suitable

rocks be zz-"ur.d unde. ccniition• i. the laboratory that

simulate those that exist in the cr-;-t. Correlation with

seismic properties is also desirable.

4. Ge.'ogic r pet-olcgic std.Zies

Of grez4 . :r:t.rtancc is the ncez to arrive at iz.sonab!e

inferences as to the co.on rock t-n'es eCM.Dc"c- in the deep.,

crust. Seisn-ic d•`.Aa f hr . areas n..er consideration -,y

leave sevLral roc: compositions pos:-ible. It is proposed

to construct models conntrained by *-cmhyvsics and geochemistry

to deterr.miz.e those rock types comn-:iible with both geophysica1

Sdata and gelo.•ici .observations in the electrical test are.-

and elsewhere. Samples of deep cru=-tal rocks below several area=

of -North Anerica are provided in diarremes and in.deeply erodcd

crystalline regions. One can usual'"_, estimate the pressure

*of formation of

/b
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such rocks from mineral stability data as well as geological

"-...and geophysical data from their loclities of occurrence. Then

using the knowledge- of rock types cc--only found at deep crustal

pressures, geoph,'.sical data, and surface rock types at the

proposed sites, one 6hould be able to predict adequately

the rock t.ypes likely to be encountered at depth.

Many areas n:iw exist in which the mineral assemblages

and the tcmp-rat.:e-pr-ssure conditi:cns are such that free

water should have buen remioved from the systenl Ly hydration

reactions. Reaction rates, howcver, in some areas may prevent

the system from reaching the equilibri,•m condLtions. Reaction

"rate studies applicable to a geologic ti.c scale involve some

"rather large extrapulations, but such information could, with

some knowledge of the time-pressure history of the crustal

zones form the basis on which to predict the presence or

absence of free water in those zcncs. Clearly the presence

of dry, open microcracks in rocks would not lower the electrical

resistivity. Recall the lunar rocks with many cracks but resis-

"tivities greater than 10-10 ohm-meters. Thus the accurate

"prediction of the absence of free water at depth on the basis

of geochemistry may suggc,.;t high resistivity zones even, in

rccks that contain microcracks.
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C. Priorities

We do not list priorities for the work suggested in this

program. Th2 ussual critera for arr:ving at a list of priorities

would include thc;c--(1) -iiqiificar:c- of the likely contribution

toward the solution of the problcm, (2) relative case of accomii-

- lishing the task, and (3) ava1lbilit'. of standard, or nln~o~ t

standard, techniques. All of the tai:s that we reconimiend have

roughly equal priority. We have included only those items that

we believe likely to contribute signnificantly towards the so-

lution of out problenm. All of them can be done with standard,

or with minor adaptations of standard, techniquc:3. We could

have ,addcd five ad,-litional tas!-s that would have been relevant

but of lesser priority in order to show the present sot as

having very high priority, in a longer list. We have chosen

to recomicend c .ly those tasks with very high priori:'-.

Ii

I.
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V..

I). Manpower and funding requirements

* Sevc:ral groups in the U.S. acadez-ic community are capable

of making significant contribution,; to this potential program.

"In this section, wo outline bricfly tasks the total manpower

and funding requircments. In the man-power column, we have

included only the professi6nal people (geologists, geophysi-

cists, engineers, and so on) but funds are included for non-

professionals as well. The time needed for these studies is

3 years. if d 18-mi-iuntih UrUoxdV is desired, tihen the cost is

about 2/3 that of the recommcnded pr6gram and the results are

something less than 1/2.

Fund s Man-Months

($1000)

Studies on Microcracks 310 40

Experimcnto related to drill hole 200 18
Sites (62-1/site :. 3 sites)

Laboratory studies of rocks 275 54

Site Selection 90 15
(2 main sites & pilot project site)

Geological 1.odelling of North
America Crust 105 20

GRAND TOTAL $980 14711M
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V. SEISMOLOGICAL STUDIES

v A. Introduction and justification.

Although the basic measurements necessary to determine

the possibility of existence of extensive electromagnetic

... waveuide conditions in the earth are electcical, seismic

*.. measurements can.provide valuable support of the electrical

measurements in at least two major ways.

First, measurement of deep electrical properties from

the surface requires surface conditions (high resistivity)

that exist in only a few areas. Extension of the results

of electrical measurements to the large geographic areas

involved in practical communications systems can only be

done using non-electrical gco-physic.al me-asurements. Seis-mic

measurements are capable of exploring the continuity of sub-

surface conditions under a much wider variety of surface

conditions.

It is generally agreed that the presence or absence

of free water controls the resistivity of rocks, both near

surface and in the deep crust. Laborratory measurements

have shown that the velocity of P waves is lowered by thet
presence of crack- within the rocks. If the cracks are

completcly filled with water the effect on the P velocity are

small and may be difficult to detect. In spite of this

possible difficulty in interpretation the electronIagnetic

group pressed for short detailed seismic refraction surveys

to Ie undertakcn during the reconnaissance period.

"in the case of S waves the velocity is substantially

lowur even when the cracks are waterfilled. 'Tlhus it would
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be desirable to conduct short detailed S refraction profiles.

.•.The difficulty is the source. Mechanical vibrators exist

(Cherry and Waters, 1968) which would serve as shear energy

generators and a program of study using mechanical sources

is recomatended.

Insofar as the deep crustal rocks are concerned the

laboratory measurements suggest that the presence of water

under high pore pressures is again most easily recognized by low

shear velocities. At high pore pressure, the P velocity is

affected much less than the shear (S) velocity. Thus the ratio

of the P and S velocities, or Poisson's ratio, is a reasonably

sensitive indicator of the pressure of water in the deep

crust. If large mining operations occur in the region these

provide a suitable source for S wave studies. In most of the

sites provisionally selected for the electromagnetic study this

possibility does not exist.' If microearthquakes occur in the

region it is possible to estimate the S velocity. On the

other hand, if the microseismic activity is sufficiently

high for S wave studies that region might be unsuitable for

the electromagnetic studies. The solution lies in the use of

a mechanical shear wave energy generator. This forms part of

the recommended program. It is possible that it will be

necessary to develop larger shear wave energy generators for

lower crust refraction profiles than currently exist.

In view of the importarn-e which attaches to the deter-

mination of the properties of the lower crust and especially
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of those properties other than the electrical resistivity

"which are influenced by the presence of free water within the

lower crust it is recommended that S wave refraction studies

should be undertaken in regions where suitable quarries or

. "'large scale mining operations exist.

SDuring the site selection and the design of the detailed

* site exploration plan, a seismic reconnaissance survey can

protect the project from selection of an anomalous site or a

survey line across a locally disturbed area.

The seismic program consists of three parts:

S(1) Xeasurements & studies to be started during the

reconnaissance period.

(2) measureittents at the site selected for detailed

studdy

(3) measurements aimed at extending the results of -

the electrical measurements program to the

large geographic areas involved in practical

communications systems.

"IL
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B. Program for 1972-1973

[.. Compilation of existing data

Evidence bearing on the continuity of electrical wave

I. guides in the earth crust must come primarily from seismic

( ~~data. ...

In the past 15 years about 50 good seismic refraction

Iprofiles hav4 been recorded in the continental United States

an~d much of this data is recorded in analogue form on mag-

- netictape., These profiles have been interpreted at different

times by many different people using different reduction

techniques and as a result the data is not available in an

easily accessible format.

In a nine month program very significant progress

could be made in reducing an identical record section format

which could then be used for a systematic region to region

comparison of similarities and differences in the earth's

crust.

Initially emphasis should be on quickly compiling a

catalogue of potentially available data. A large portion of

such a list already exists. (See Figure 1 and appendix).

Next estimates of reduction expense would be assembled from

-the holders N the data for the profiles judged most critical.
Production of standard formatted digital tapes and record

sections would proceed presumably principally at the insti-

tutions taking the data as they retain the details of the

S! experimenital parameters.

------
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All the institutions playing a major part in the taking of

-:-,,--the data are equipped for digitization and processing to a

common formmat record section. Their geographic distribution

is such that they could act as regional centers for processing

of other critical profiles by cooperating institutions not so

equipped. We would propuse Canadian institutions be approached

as regards this effort and their participation be encouraged.

The assistance rendered for dicitization and hence toward

digital analyses makes likely widespread cooperation.

Estimated cost: $50,000 for the period 1 July 1972 to

31 December 1973 (30 man months plus computer).

2. Short range seismic refrac:ion studic's

Near surface basement rocks often show significantly

lower velocities at short distances (less than 15 kin) than

at greater distances. These lower velocities are attributed

to the presence of microcracks filled or partially filled with

water. These cracks have a considerable effect on the near

surface resisrivities. The electromagnetic working group

places considerable emphasis on the selection of sites irn

which the near Eurface zone of low resistivity is either not

present or as th-n as possible. It is proposed therefore that

short range seismic refraction profiles should be observed at

about ten points in each of the areas to be reconnoitered

as possible sites fox the detailed electromagnetic and other

studies. Thv experimunt. should include dT/dA determinations

across an array of fixed receivers or across an arLay of shots
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Sat repeated locations. This isolates changes in the weathering

correction under the element changing range:. In some areas it

.. ll be possible to use airgun sources in shallow lakes. In

others such as the Canadian Arctic plastic explosive pids are

* probably a suitable source. Shot sizes would be small, not

more than ten pounds. The alternati\ve sources are the various

types of mechanical source used by the exploration industry. .

This part of the program is conCerned with measure-

ments of the P wave velocity. If a mechanical shear wave

energy source is used is well the signi ficance of the con-

tribution to the program would be craatly increased.

Estimated cost (for the pericd 1 July 1972 to

30 March 1973): $25,000 per region reconnoitered

except iii the Arctic

$50,000 for an Arctic region.

3. Studies of S wave velocities using quarry blasts

Laboratory studies show that the S velocity is

more affected by water filled crac.k:s than the P velocity

(Nur and Simmons, 1969). Laboratcrv measurements of the

electrical resistivity of dry silicate rocks are all greater

6than 5 x 10 at temperatures of 500 0 C (Brace, 1971; See

Figurc 3). Thus if the rocks of th-.- lower crust are water

free suitable conditions for an electromagnetic ,ave guide

exist. Few precise values of the ratio V /V have been

determined for the lower crust. 1'Ieasurements of P and S

waves through the lower crust yield ratios ranging from

0.234 to*0.•6•. The determination of this ratio is most

important for this projuct. In general the suismic amplitudes

of S waves from quarry bla.-•ts arc foir or more times those
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of P at short distances. Theue events therefore can be used

for the determination of the S 1,,.iocitics in the lower crust

(and incidentally also the Sn velocity). The major problem

"in earlier work,namely the *certai2.ty of identification of the

S phases,is no longer serious for digital processing of the

.records permits of reasonably gocd identification of the S

* phases. It is recommended that a program of S wave measure-

ments should be carried cut in all regions whore large quarry

--- blasts are available.

Estimated cost: $165,000

References:

Nur, A. and Sinmons, G., 1969. Earth and Planetary Science

Vol. 7, p. 99 and p. 183.

4. The use of a shear wave energy source in near

surface field studies.

Cherry and Waters (1968) h-ave described the use of a

mechanical or mechanico-hydraulie source for shear wave

studies down to depths of the order of 10,CO0 feet. The

results quoted by these authors, ani more extensive measure-

ments reported by Erickson, Mliller and Waters (1968) showed

that the ratio V p/VS is of order 2 to the depths covered

by these measuremnents. A ratio of Vp/Vs of 2 corresponds

to a Poisson's ratio of 0.33. These result were obtained

in sedimentary rocks in Oklahoma. They can be interpreted

as confirmation of the result described earlier in the scction

on laboratory studies that in water filled rocks the ratio

V P/vS. .is high. Thus sei,:mic surveys using this type of
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source would be invaluable in determining whcther near sur-

face rocks are water filled or not,and also in determining the

depth to which witr fillce cracks pe'..ist below the poriwa-

-frost zone at the Arctic sites.

Estimated cost of an experir..ntal program $100,000

Referjneusi.:

Cherry, J. T. and K. II. Waters, 1968. Geophysics, Vol. 33,

p. 19

Zrick~iun, L. L., Miller, D. E. and Waters, K. 1., Geophysics,

Vol. 33, p. 240.

5. Longer range S studies using a mechanical source.

It is doubtful whether the eXisting sources are

sufficiently large for refiaction' surveys to the distances

of 100 to 150 km necessary for the determination of seismic

velocities in the lower crust. In fact, so far as is known,

little refraction work has been done with these sources.

However, these studies would have prime importance in deter-

mining whether water free rocks exist in the lowr crust in

areas where low surface resistivities made it impossible, for

the electromagnet-.c methods to achieve the necessary reso-

lution. Thus a program for the develcpment of a large source,

or adaptation of existing so urces for refraction studies,

and for field tests in thu detailed site locations during

the summer of !973 is recom!nicnded.

EsLim; ý.:-,i, co!;t: $340,000
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"6. Other studies
.A nunmbcr of the studies recc.-iended in Section IV-C

could be applied in the reconnaissance study if time and

funds permitted, especially those dealing with ,:eflection-

refraction surveys, passive methcds and seismicity studies.

It is recommcndud that whercver ,;cssible microcarthquake

listening posts be established in the areas reconnoitered

for two reasons: First to characterize the tectonic state

of the region and second as a source oi 5 velocity depth
information., Reconnaissance studies caa also be carried

out using existing arrays across th-,e coui.try.

'Estimated costs: 1. Ruflcction and

1972-1573 r'efraction studies $150,000 -

2. Preparation and

reconnaissance 26,000

1.1

3. Microearthquake and 2

seismicity 30,000

Note: Those are limited progrars and not the full scale

programs described in Section IV-C.

I
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C, Studiu-s at sea

Indirect evidence indicates that. if an electromagjnetic

wave guide (p > 1061 ohm m) exists anywhere within the earth

above 20 km depth there --hould be c:,e near the base of the

oceanic crust (lower crust - or utp,-rmost mantle):

(1) Pn velocity 8 km/s and Sn vclocity 4.7 km/s

giving a Poisson's ratio of about 1/4, at the

pressures existing at L'h depth of the Moho inder

oceans all point to relatively low temp•rature

and low free fluid content;

(2) Long range high frequency propagation of Pn and Sn n

under the oceans (frequencies of about 811z observed

to distances of several thousand kin) indicate a

higih mechanical Q for sub-Moho materials (perhaps

several thousand) - elso pointing to low tempera-

tures and low free fluids.

Detailed seismic, graity, magnetic, and heat flow

surveys are relatively easy to cornduct at sea. However, the

direct measurement of zones of hich resistivity beneath the

highly coiducting ocean from near the ocean floor is difficult

if not impyossible.

Detailed seismic studies, aimed especially at deter-

mining P/S ratios (Poisson's ratio) and Q (mechanical), when

combined with laboratory data and reliable estimates of

pctrolocy, may provide.- thu best r.•e.:is for estimating the

electroriayntic propTCrtiQs bC.-eat*, ths ocean. The seiuun ic

proyj.-,a at ,;oa i• sil,,1 ar to that 5.-.cribeoC for land. Ocean bottom
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'"~ur (.,,:I' " 0:

_ l ,: .. C: bot, " a n C ". o0 it, !3itudtions. A

--1)x 10 mil.,:::. crotld .c: cover.: in •*nzicierable detail

in cn- monith '.jf field w-.urk in an baz-in bjn, (for cx.:..mpnQ

halt -:ay Dut,.:Q,,r-n act coast -:.d . or the Atlantic).

........ ; .... and- hcat flo. .re nts would be made

alon9j with th!e !;eismic wor'.k: to p_'-'ide additional constraint

on the i:.terr.:taticn.

Estiimatud cost including da- reduction: $300,000

(includ.':: $180,0,0O for shir :...)

Best Available Copy
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D. Measurements at the sites selected for detailed study

1. Reflection-refraction studies

-.. ... ? =....a. Introduction

Seismic detailed profil.ng is recommended in

s....support of dctermining subsurface structure essential to the

-electromagnetic objectives. A seismiu profile is capable of

yielding detailed and continuous cross-sectional structure

in terms of the following parameters:

(a) P-w.ave velocity

(b) S-wave velocity

(c) Q

(d) Inhomogenities in the impedance gradient

The precision and resolution of these determinations are

strongly dependent upon the observational density of the

field data collected.

The structure of the crust to a depth of 25 km can be

determined with an average resolution of 2 km and a P velocity

precision of 0.2 km sec. The shear wave structure is corres-

pondingly determinable with a resolution of 4 km and a velocity

precision of 0.4 km scc. Attenuation estimates to 3.0 km depths

regions may be imade, with a precision in I/Q of .0025.

Narrow angle reflections are produced by backscattering

from "lumps", gradients and discontinuities in the acoustic

impedance. coJpilatiin of this data gives a two and with

area coverage a thrc.'. dimensional structure modc:l tw.hich in turn

provides a ba:;ic stcucturc for the superposition of othor

gcoplhysiual model parame tcr;.

L



For a total program as. is recommondod the following

are requized:

'-.-- . - Reconnaissance and preparation pre-study

- Four basic rrof.iles in each recommended EM

. study area

"Surface and body wave spectral studies (see I
Section 4) .-

. - b. Recoatcnded program

1). Preparation and Reconnaissance activities: . '

* (June 1971 to March 1973)

These are modest activities which would

normally--be conducted by coordinated investigative groups with

some min.-.mum manpower comn.it-nent3. -

a) Acquisition, playback, and compilation

of existing deep crustal reflection data.

This material is present in unknown

quantity in the oil companies. Personal

contact, with support from zhe program, is

is the most effective way of obtaining

this data but it should be Fought under

the unified sponsorship of the ONR-ARPA

prouram.

Costs: Travel and partial support of post

doctoral invcstigaLor: $4,000

Playbac'k & compilation: $6,000

Sb) Sj;::cial recording runs to impr-ove methodo-

logy. The major aim would be to obtain

Vibroscis (or equiv3cent ) data fur deep

Liii
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... . -crustal penetration.

Costs: One recording week and 2 months

of investigation: Salary, travel

and analysiE, $20,000

2). Reconmmended Surveys, Er! sites (March to

a) General considerations:

In this section, we describe the recom-

"mended profiling, including coverage, effort

required and cost. Four possibilities

have been considered. These are:

(1) Reconnaissance refraction and reflec-

tion study

2 crew weeks

one line of section - 75 km, discon-

tinuous coverage

Est. co5t: $30,000

(2) Detailed full line coverage profile

6 crew weeks

one line of se~ction - 150 km

Est. cost (field & analysis): $90,000

- $100,000

(3) Area cov.:roge: 4 interlocking profiles

24 crew weeks

4 lines of section - 150 krm cach

Est. cost: $347,000 - $466,000

(4) Multiple coverage corwmon dcpth point

survey.
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i .. . . . .. .. : .- I.
-. Commercial crew @ $10,000 per line

mile

66
$10 per 150 km line; 4 x 106 per

area (4 profiles)

A reconnaissance survey (1) can add to an otherwise

.-----.blank data base, but is of dubious value in providing hard

constraints related to the electrical structure of the crust.

'The single profile (2) gives the desired precision but lacks

area coverage, The recommended survey (3) provides the infor-

maLion sought and described in the opening paragraph. It does

not provide the interval velocity data obtainable from (4).

The recommended survey is to be conducted in the special
=1

test area designated for the .M studies. It is to be conducted

by a coordinated crew from a. small (2-4) group of universities.

(This is the only way the costs can be kept as low as they are). -]

It is to be carried out 4n the period March-September, 1973, .

following the period of preparation and reconnaissance.

Survey configuration -i

1) Basic profile

The recommended basic profile is made up approximately

as follows: Shot points spaced at 5 km intervals embrace a

total aperture of 150 km.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ......... .........

150 km

Each reflcLtion z*;hoL point will involve a minimum of one shallow

6 hole pdttero which in fircl either one hole at a time or with

* to 6 holoe simuilta•no)usly with about 50. of high explo:ive in j

ii -. , .• '"• -•- .- .
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each hole. Cost in c-..y to moderate drilling country is

$1000 per loaded shot point. Additional holes at the profile

ends will be charged with up to 200# for repeated refraction

shots.
2) Profile Coverage: Assume that the shot at A is in

the middle of the profile with receiver arrays at 1 & 2. .1

4- .. ~...-------150 km .----

. 4-5 km--

1 A 2 B 3 C0 I : 0 0
S- -. . .,.-

The shot pattern at A is fired to get reflection coverage

"under receiver spreads, 1 & 2. The large shots at E and F

are fixed and give refraction and wide angle reflection

coverage. The spread at 1 moves to 3 and B is fired. The

spread at 2 moves to 4 and C, r,, and 1 arc fired, etc. The

maximum depth of refraction coverage is 25-30 kin. The re-

flection coverage is best for 5-25 km depthr and adequate

to marginal coverage is realized for 25-50 km depth.

Effort: Two crew:s of 4-6 men each. Allowing an average

1-1/2 days pu.r setup = 45 crew days.

Field cost only: Drilling and loading holes $45,000

Crct..' time and contingjencies 30,000

Total field co*;t per 150 km profile $75,000
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3) Areal Covcrage: Four profiles in either

. -... :-----geometry shown below: .....:. ...

"T he latter gives more intensive, three-dimensional coverage.

Total field effort 4 full profile lines: $300,000 using 2 crews.

Elimination of full reflection coverage near the ends of lines

results in an econcmy version at $250,000. j
c. Instrumentation

Two single truck digital recording units are needed.

Basic procurement cost would be $25,000 to $30,000 per rig.

Modifications to existing equipment, mainly for analogue and

digital compatability could be done for about $10,000 per unit.

N.w: $60,000 total

Modified: $20,000 total

d. Costs

1) Staff Personnel costs: (including overhead)

2 Digital technicians or engineers

(year) $40,000

4 grz:d students (year) 32,000

3 faculty salary mcnths 12,000

(Two irsti-.:ttions) $84,000

2) Data reduction costs on an interactive

computer



D~isc equipment lease . $5,000

Time 10,000

-Programmer 12,000

$27,000

3) -Total Costs: Minimum Recommended

- field '$250,000 $300,000

.instrum. 20,000 60,000

personnel. 50,000 84,000

-analysis 27,000 22,000

$347,000 $466,000

Remarks: The recommended prograr amounts to a special

area survey which takes advantage of known body wave propaga-

tion phenomena in crystalline rocks.ý

1) Refractions g ive average velocity vs. depth, con-

tinuity and dip of interfaces.

2) Critical angle reflections and other second arrivals

localize the gradient or interiactz regions' confiiura-

tions and determine something of the sharpness of

gradients. Following the arrivals as a function of posi-

tion and timc provides 2 or 3-dimensional structure.

3) Narrow angle reflection (back.scattering) gives

detailed ktructure and is sensitive to local hetero-

genmity. The final product is an acoustic cross-

section, similar to the rosultf of airoun work at sea.

4) Non-explosiv e sourcae (c..c. Vibrosis) could cut

overall cost. The preparatory wort the first summr r

should determine its fetaibility.

grdet.Floig Iearvl sa ucino oi



-5) There is special need for horizontal receivers.

for S wavo identification.

6) Operations in difficult near surface conditions

may increase shot costs such as to make Vibroseis

mandatory.

"-..7) Accurate P and S wave interval velocity distributions

from multiple coverage reflection data can be used

to determine distributions of elastic properties.

.-. .•-poissonls ratio may be cbtained with a resolution

of 0.05. More importantl,', these interval velocities

can provide estimates of water saturation as a func-

tion of pressure (depth). These parameters .rovide

the most detailed deter-..'lnation of "wave pi•upertics 4
with existing seismic sources and digital recording.

Less detailed velocity distribution can be obtained

from refraction and wide angle reflection for layers

as thin as 5 km.

If the requirements of the •:: survey include

detailed internal velocities at all points along

profile, then the multiple coverage common depth

point reflection .methods ased commercially are

needed. The cost of the_-e contract services is about

6$10,000 per line mile, or $10 per profile, or

$4 x 106 for four.

A CDP survey alo-.! 20 miles of line woulc give

good interval velocities at one point - say the renter

of the area. This woul i)e a $200,000 increment to
b

the rccofl'Lr~n)(Th!d ruflcction-r-efraction survey.
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Site factorst

8) Costs estimated for the different types of survey

are based on the assumption that field conditions - -

are optimum. This includes:

easy vehicular access -tlat ground

" "-easy_ drilling for shots

The. high plains areas and intcrmountain plains

of the Western United States best qualify. In-

creased logistical difficulty means increased costs.

For shield areas like Wlisconsin, drilling rcctA

would increase by •50%. For inaccessible areas

requiring helicopter transport, total costs would

probably increase by a factor of 3.

d. Project management

A full time scientist manager is required to coor-

dinate activities, handle finances; legal problems, etc. This

person should be on the staff of the overall project manager.
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2. Passive seismic experiments

Passive seismic experiments, including studies of

body wave.s and surface waves from natural sources, can

.. contribute a large body, cf quantitative information about

... th few specially selected sites chosen for intensive

geophsical study. These passive cxperiments, combined

wit). the active and passive electri•al studies, with re-

flcction and refraction measurements, potential methods

such as gravity and Ira:inetic inapping, and studies of Q,

seismicity, heat flow, well logs, and regional geology,

ought to produce a picture of the crust riv;Aincj many of

the better areal studies in the literature.

The passive expr-ient can provide ITMudSur,•t:,ntti uf

-P and S wave velocities, Q from bodv wave studies of

natural sourco!', P and S delays in the crust and under-

lya.nv rantv.u, thu •rasL.l transfer function of long-

period body w.!Aves and the tilts and displacements pro- fd

ducod by atinospheric loads. But perhaps the most diag-

nostic exl-erir-,nts will come from the observation, identi- ,

fication, sepa.-ation, and interpretation of multi-mode

seismic surfaco waveos. The ren.olution which these Dermit I

should leuad to dctail,.'d velocity and thicnt_,:q. estimatoes

for all of the( ,iiajor cru';tal fe.-atures, includ.ng () ar; yell

as vuloiLiu! ;long wit;, eo;tiiiAt.us for the uncertaintie';

of all thu dIw ircd pia r1,;. turi , sinc: it has been donstrated

that the rro.:: of flJJur:fn,•nt lf.ay be propagaLted into error
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I.
estimates for the resulting models. The P and S refraction

._-velocities and reflection times should serve as powerful

constraints on the resulting solutions. Gravity and mag-

netic information may also be integrated into this process.

SThe observations should be based initially on avail-

able data from the MSSN and Canadian networks for the

first-look reconnaissance, but the really detailed studies

can only result from the implementation of an array of

seismomctcrs and microbarographs. This array, covering

from five to nine sites for an area of 400 x 400 kin, ought

to have at least lcng-pcriod vertical component capability.

Optimally, 3-components and microbaro retric sub-arrays of

3 or 4 sen.nors, suCUCS.i\,ul); deployed at cach site, might

be used. The orientatic. or the array, if chosen with

regard to most active source regions and local geology,'

would produce useful data within the short time envisionecd

(I to 1 1/2 years). T,,lAnetry, wide dynanic range ampli-

fiers, gain-ranged digital recording at a central re-

cording site, and efficient means for processing the data

are all required for optimal recording of events of large

and small mainittude, h chea!Ter route would involve the

use of ";onvcntional drum rocord.r, ai;- digitiz:.,tion of

events of intere.:st.
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CONVENTIONAL PASSIVE SEISMIC

LU.DG UT

Al. 5 to 9 Vertical Units $3,000/site $15 K to $27 K

(Additional units @ =$3K/channel)

up to 27 units + 12 jJ-barographs

B1. Computer Time ;10 x

C1. % Scientist, 1 Post-Doctoral Man, $20 K

I Studcnt, Record Chan-,jers +Overhcad

$14 K

V . FI.,L EXp..s.s, Travcl, Misc. $10 K

$7 X to $85 K

(First Year Labor & Overhead •-$40 F',
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GAI N-RANED PASSIVE SE"ISMIC

BUDGIT:,I

M u

A!. 5 to 9 Vcrtical, LP Capability, $3,500 ea.

Wide-y)vnamic Range Telemetry $17,500 to $31,500

(Optimum: 3 Components/Site

+ 12 ; Barographs @ =3500 ea)

B1. Gain-Rangced Digital Recording

Facility lincl. recorder & playback

@ t$20 1K each] $65 K

B2. Co2mut.: r Tiimc $10 K

Cl. ; Sciomnt.;t., 1 Poot-Doctoral Ian, $35 K

1 Studunt, Engineer O'llead $27 K

DI . Field .xpenscs, Travce., Mis. $10 K

$170 K

40 K

Firf;tL Y(.i:r Labor & Overhead $210 K

M r n i :m:ur, (V( r L i c.i 1 Coinporen t Only)

(v ,. i.. ra' . •i t 3 cc¢ r;,:iur,- t. in-;trumu.,t: $350 1K
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I.
l i 3. IQ if-:'-IiC1t'i , :tud . ,

The s:~'iCit': a~vociated _:ith a given region :.ro-

.:; vl!u , clue::- alout tho ph'sicil .ro'jerti c(- at

de-•th t:ithin the ruq.gon. In .)articular

(1) .. • thre- -nsi-onal di: trrbUtion of earth-

quakes occurrinc, in the region can be entablished fromn

data rucorded on an array of short-period seismor.,eter:;

that spa:n. t.e r.::-o%.. Those sa.. data can be used to

construct "vertical" travel tire cur.v:; for earthquakes

at a range of &:.Pths. This awproach,, for exarpo.e, has

been succcssfull used in t. USSR to define lo-.:-velocitv.

zones in the crust.

'2) .-•n.:Aitudes of arrivals recorded at a range of

distances frc erthues at a range of depths can in

principle be used to untangle geormetric propagation ef-

fects from in;ri.nsic attenuation (Q) Offects. Such data

offer reaoonable hone for estimatin. 0 as a function of

depth .:th-i;n the depth range occupied b7 earthquakes.

(3) Where they- exist, earthc-uaiaes provide direct

evidence for cracks and fractures in the crust. Further-

more, the existence of earthquakes at even modcrate depths

probably indicates the presence of interstitial fluids at

relat_'vely high pnore pressures. This, in turn, probablyA

"" imlies a relativelv lo:-." resistivity to depths at which

.the arthquakes occur.
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We recomTend tha*t seismicity studies be undortaken

With these obj-e-,VS in mind for the special sitos as . .

•-ell as a reconnlai~ssance tool. Exi.sting instrumLntationl

and techniques can le used to accomplish this goal. . "-

For the special site first stage investi'at-iOnf

should involve bet'.;cen 15 to -30 portable, short-period

-instrumafnts distributed over the site -to monitor seismi- . . .. -

city for. a period of 2-3 months. Cost -$.•,000.

7,1
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F. . ... -_

-.- 4. Attenuation studies -4A

In most scismic studies velocities and structure .

receive primary atLention; attenuation is usually a sc- --

ondary con.;idteration and is frequently ignored completely. .

Yet attenuation is perhap:, more closely related to tho rock

prmperties of interest for an electromagnetic wave guide ---

than arc other scisr :c parameters. Attenuation may depend,

Afor exampl1e, up:on tempe2rature, partial melting, hetero-

• geneity, and water content. Unfortunately,, it is not al-

ways. possilh2lc to separate th.e.. effects, but the measure-

ient,3 are of value, nevertheJless. For examule, in

thinking of an electromagnetic wave guide- that might span

the North ?.m..rican contjnent, is it irrelevant to kno;: .

t~hat crustal :ci;ic '...aves are mucl. mr.c strongly attcnu- .

atod in the '*:cst than in the east? Almost certainly not.

But only the grosý; details of the snatial attenuation

patterns are known. Studies aimcd at somc'..:hat finer

detail and u:;ing ex:isting data should be carried out

w;th the. L-01! of P1)oVid-,n..l maps, first of the U. S. , then

Northi A,¶%:rica, and ultim;at'ly of other continonts anOI

tne - ½:,Sinj spatial variation' of scisi-,iic x.:ave

atLc'nuaLico in thQ cru:;.

Ligihtcen; month stud-' - $60,00J.

w "Am-. .
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z. Extension of the MeasurenICIIt Program, 1974 Onward

L At this stage the emphasis %wil be on dctermining the

continuity of the wave guide over large geographic areas.

SeisMiC measurns naLS combined v.itth .ý-,gnetic and gravity

m.measurents offer thu most promisez for they are relatively

less seriously affected by, surface conditions than the

electrOmagnytiC methods. E..scntijli : the program consist-

of detailed seismic studies in the potentially favorable

sites, comparison of similarly detailed measurements at

other possible sites selectoed on the basis of geological

or geophysicil information an€c si:. Iar studies along profiles

radiating foi'- and in 'corCzti1• th.. favorable sites.

The r-.. tIII, b, w~;ud are those c-"it2.ned in Section IV-B.

6
The cost is estij.111tOd to be $1.5 X 10 per year.

-
*
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....-VI, OT[E MEASUREMENTS ON LAND

A. Geological studies

The search for an electrominieetic wave guide in the

crust involves rock-s solely of Drc-Ca:.lria ago. A

.thorough review and study of the pre-Cambrian geology of

any special ;:ite will be essential for optimum utilization

of seismic and other geophysical data - including the

.electromagnetic observations.

The renewed interest and ent'u siasm for pre-

Cambrian geology that has sprung .froi the application

of the plate tectonics thco-.' to rcc.-:s of this age, and

especially of late pre-Camd-rian a.Te, ,s a clear indi-

cation that mnajor advancce in cur u... ... an..In. of deep ..

crustal rocks are soon to be achieved.

Our ability to predict what rocks may be found at depth

in the crust may irmprove reuiarkablv over the next few

years;. ..uch information would be of immediate and crucial

value to the electromagnetic %a.,vae guide p iect.

A small number of geol.. , sy 2 c 3, working on

this topic, surveying the .,.Lcrac-re and interpreting the

g.peopi".,,,ic;il data wit.h ge1i r ." t• should be supported witil

the gc.al of preparing maps o:: other illustrations of pro-

Cambrian sub-surtace structures, roe!-k types and other infer-

enatioi, insofar as -ossib 1c1ad as it ;a..ay relate to the ,wave

i guiu problemt.

Cost fur period 1 July !,u72
31 )cCLm.•!"r )973: $75,c00

r"
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13. Cravity and magnetics

Various kinds of geophysical :'ata, particularly

. gravity and magaqnetics, in add-i tion to seismic information,

will be useful in selecting sites cr paths for study or

.application of wave guide propagati.on. During the initial

exploration phase of this project,.additional measure-

ments will be needed at the special site areas if the existing

cov-ra-e is inade-uate. -t is recom.-.iended also that data

should be compiled and maps prepare-2 or assemblcd for a

report on the prospects of wave guide propagation elsewhere

than at the special sites.

Estimated Cost of co:q.nilation

from 1 July 1972 to 31 Decemr 1973:. $15,000

Estimated cost of additional measure-

ments whore necessary: $25,000

C. Bleat flcw -studies

Excluding the effect of .orc fluids, the tempera-

ture of a rock is the most imptor;a:.t factor bearing on

the resistivity of the crust and C -er mantle. Tempera-

ture cetainly is the factor cointrol1ing the depth to

which any layer of high rcsistiv"t- extends and is im-

portant in evaluating the r-ixi:.u;:; resistivity reached in

the crust. It is not imPortant in determininq the resisti-

vity of the uppur crust. Crustai .'ratures are a

function of thf heat production of the continental crust,

Leat flow- from th'u. mantle., and the thcrt!,a] conouctivity

of tiiu cru1.: anl] ,"-, .. ' !, . asurcr,;ci)t s of :'.ur-
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face heat flow and surface heat .Drcduction of U, Th, K at "

se 1Q(3 or more) locations in a given area (of several

"thousand km ) the first two ruantities can be determined

(Birch, Roy: and Decker 1968, Blac:-.-ell 1971). The thermal

.... onductivity can only be inferred -roei measurements on

postulated lower crustal and upper mantle analogues. 7

Nonetheless given surface heat flc'.-:, thermal conductivity

- -and U, Th, K content temperatures in the crust can be

calculated to a precision of +50CC. These temperature

depth measurements can be combined ".:ith laboratory measure-

ments of electrical resistivity to estimate th.u upper

boundary of the conductive region cf the mant~v. This

boundary then can be used to cons-rain interpretive

electrical models from E:M experir.-er::ts. The data can

also be used to evaluate the possib.le upp:er limit on

the resistiity of the wave guide itself in the absence

or presence of pore fluids (Br,.ze. J.97.).

It is specifically proposed :hat in the second

and succeeding years of the p.ogra-., at least three or more

holes be drille.d for heat flow at each of the sites selected I
for dctailcd studies by the electrical methods. The

holes will be core drilled in rcc>3 of varying heat pro-

ductiorn fromn U, T1h, and 1] so that the distribution of heat

production in thu cru';t an2 the a:r:tle heat flo:-e. can bC

mea:-urud (s,..c, loy ut. al. 196•, 1.-6'vo, 1971) Coa-

* coinitant mr;urcr-,rAt.s will be mid.-* of the templraturc,

thurwal co:inducLtivity of th,: rockc: , and rcdi.o,Žlont con-
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centration. The hole-; miqht be loggud by various techniques

to furnish ancillary information, such as in situ resisti-

vity and the cores would be available for laboratory

.measuremonts of electrical resistivity, etc. The tempera-

ture on holes would be measured one month after drilling

*but would be cased and maintained for at least a year so.[--

that thcy could be remveasured after a year to ensure that
'--the effects of drilling on the temperature had been

negligible.

If the locations of the sitos for detailed study

are in the Canadian Arctic, drill hole3 of the order of

400 m.eters .i be ruquircd to gLt beleI.he effects of

ZtCALL " c.. in "" "fc~t~r~aue(et'Bc:

1965Y). Drill holes of 2-300 meter depth'n; n'igt suffice

in localities further south.

The estimated cost of the heat flow studie:s is

about $50-100,000 drilling cost per EM4 site and $50,000

for laboratory measurement, travel and data reduction.

The drilling cost is, of course, dependent upon thu .oca-

tion and thu dk,:.th e' ho1le rejquirud byv th2.- siLe hi:;tc.1W.

S c~ i" , ,, . .. . .. .. . .. .
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D Pilot deeip hole moa!-urement project

Some of the principal uncertainties in assessing the

potential of a waave guide in the lower crust arise from

the need to infer the changes in the physical parameters of

rocks at depth from physical measurements at the surface

or in the laboratory. It is appropriate therefore to propose

that a program for the measurement of geophysical parameters

---should be carried out in existing holes in basement rocks in

Oklahoma. It is planned:

(1) to meanure the following parameters in the hole:

heat flow, electrical resistivity velocity of

elastic waves

(2) to provide sidewall cores for electrical

resistivity, heat productivity, velocity,

- . petrologic and qeochcmical measurements in

the laboratory

(3) to compare the results of sofic logging with

the results of velocity and attenuation measure-

ments to a seismometer and/or hydrophone string

in the hole from shot points at varying distance

from the hole and with good azimuthal. distri-

bution.

The hole s;leocted fo01 the pi lot study is:

the Pbhi lip!;-;4atcv, \.7. I in southea, torn Okla-

homa drilled Lo a 1cA!th cr 1]2,500 fcut in granite

i

[i l.':timatu ,:os : • ]--O t(


